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Abstract—This paper describes low cost solution for bit-
stream security by adding authentication and encryption to
the reconfiguration process using Authenticated Encryption
(AE). Compact ASIC architecture for AE is presented: Counter
with Cipher Block Chaining-Message Authentication Code
(CCM). Proposed architecture utilizes Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) in Counter mode (CTR) for encryption. For
authentication, AES in Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) is used.
Therefore, one architecture of AES for both encryption and
authentication decreases the consumed area. In addition, using
AES in 32-bit enhances the compact architecture. Our design
was evaluated by using a 90 nm CMOS standard cell library.
The proposed architecture of CCM requires 0.045 mm

2. In
term of speed, CCM works with 407 Mbps. Our proposed
architecture can be used efficiently for secure configuration of
FPGAs.

Keywords-Authenticated Encryption; Compact architecture;
ASIC; FPGA bitstream.

I. INTRODUCTION

FPGAs are now being used in consumer products where

attacking is more common. In order to redefine their func-

tionality, a bitstream configuration file is sent to the FPGA,

this is known as a reconfiguration process. The bitstream

is processed by the configuration logic- a part of the FPGA

that is not programmable in order to establish routing to and

from instantiated elements by setting the state of memory

cells, pass gates, and routing switches. The user logic is

the FPGA’s reconfigurable part and where the user-defined

application operates. Reconfiguration of FPGAs is becoming

increasingly popular particularly in networking applications

and it is vital to provide security against malicious par-

ties interfering with equipment functionality through this

mechanism. Also, remote reconfiguration is attractive in

such systems to offer new multimedia features or to repair

eventual security vulnerabilities.

However, remote update requires transmitting the hard-

ware Intellectual Property (IP) over insecure communication

channels and thus introduces new security issues. IP design-

ers are mainly interested in the protection of the confiden-

tiality of their IPs. Current FPGA vendors provide bitstream

encryption for this need [1], [2]. Encryption protects the

bitstream content independently of the device (from cloning,

reverse engineering, etc.) while authentication ensures the

correct and intended operation of the FPGA. Therefore,

encryption and authentication must be computed.

Encryption algorithms are used to ensure confidentiality

using a secret key between the sender and receiver. Message

Authentication Codes (MACs) when used along with hash

functions (also called as HMACs) can provide complete

integrity.

Two algorithms, one for encryption like AES [3], and

another one for authentication, like HMAC, consume more

area in term of hardware implementations [4]. Techniques

have been invented to combine encryption and authentica-

tion into a single algorithm which is called Authenticated

Encryption (AE) algorithm.

AE is a block cipher mode of operation which simultane-

ously provides confidentiality, integrity and authenticity as-

surances on the data. The advantages of using one algorithm

for both encryption and authentication are: smaller area, less

power, and one key is used for encryption and authentication.

CCM mode (Counter with CBC-MAC) is a mode of oper-

ation for cryptographic block ciphers. It is an authenticated

encryption algorithm designed to provide both authentication

and confidentiality. In CCM, the confidentiality is achieved

through encryption using AES [3] in CTR mode and authen-

tication through Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode.

Our contribution: We present compact hardware imple-

mentation for CCM in order to be used efficiently for secure

reconfiguration of FPGAs. One 32-bit AES architecture is

used for both encryption and authentication for obtaining

low cost solution to protect the FPGA bitstream.

An introduction for AES-CCM is presented Section II.

Compact architecture for AES-CCM is presented in Section

III. Implementation details and performance comparison are

discussed in Section IV. Bitstream security using compact

CCM is discussed in Section V. Section VI concludes this

work.

II. CCM ARCHITECTURE

In order to discuss the architecture of CCM clearly, we

have to first present Rijndael algorithm (AES).

AES was adopted as the Advanced Encryption Standard

(AES) [3] in 2001. Fig. 1 shows the AES algorithm. The

encryption process starts with the first key addition, followed

by a number of round functions which depends on the key
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Figure 1. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)

size and the total number of rounds, Nr, is 10, 12, or 14,

when the key length is 128, 192, or 256 bits, respectively.

The round function consists of four transformations ap-

plied to 16 bytes. ShiftRows stage cyclically shifts to the left

the bytes in the last three rows of the state, using different

offsets; SubBytes function is a non-linear byte substitution

and operates independently on each byte of the state; Mix-

Columns transformation operates on the State column by

column, treating each column as a four-term polynomial.

The columns are considered as polynomials over GF(28)

and multiplied by a fixed polynomial a(x) modulo x4 + 1
given by a(x) = (03)x3 + (01)x2 + (01)x2 + (02).

There are several techniques to implement AES on hard-

ware. The method of implementation depends on the appli-

cation requirements. Iterative design uses one round of AES

but the speed of the design is limited as the output is ready

after 11 clock cycles in case of using AES-128 [5]. 32-bit

AES is used for applications which require small area where

(1/4) round is used, the output is ready after 55 clock cycles

[6]. For high speed applications, pipelining concept is used

to reduce the critical path and enhances the speed of the

overall deign [7]. Much effort must be directed to SubByte

stage, it is the most area consuming part of AES.

In case of using FPGAs, there is an advantage to store the

tables of SubByte stage in BRAM as most of modern FPGAs

contain BRAM [8]. If the target is ASIC, the mathematical

model of the inverse multiplication over GF(28) is used for

area optimization goal but sub-pipelining must be used to

decrease the critical path resulting from multiplication over

GF(28)[7].

CCM [9] can be used in conjunction with any approved

128-bit block cipher like AES. It is designed for packet

environment, where all the necessary data is available in

storage before CCM processing. This implies that it is not

online. CCM has been specified in the draft IEEE 802.11i

standard for wireless networks. Fig. 2 shows the block

diagram of CCM. Firstly, the message M is stored in a

memory. Secondly, Y is generated using CBC mode, this

value is used for authentication. Finally, CTR mode is used

Figure 2. CCM mode

to generate ciphered text C. CCM is not suitable for on line

applications as all data must be stored in memory before

CCM processing. In [4], iterative AES (one round) was

used to implement the architecture of CCM on FPGA using

BRAM for SubByte stage. Also, two components of AES

were implemented for both encryption and authentication

in [10].

III. COMPACT AUTHENTICATED ENCRYPTION

For low cost implementations which usually have through-

put lower than 1Gbps like wireless communications and

embedded hardware applications, Compact authenticated

encryption is very suitable and compatible. In the proposed

CCM, we use 32-bit (1/4 round) AES that has an advantage

of reducing the consumed area with a suitable throughput

that is able to support applications lower than 1Gbps. Fig.

3 shows the architecture of 32-bit AES. The key schedule

shares the SubByte stage with the data bus. As a result,

only four s-boxes are used. Therefore, we can avoid the

long data path resulting from using composite field approach

by implementing a ROM to store the values of s-boxes.

Moreover, only one MixColumn stage is used.

Our CCM architecture uses one 32-bit (1/4 round) AES

for both encryption and authentication as shown in Fig. 4.

All data must be stored in a memory. Firstly, authentica-

tion process is accomplished using CBC mode. Secondly,

encryption process is performed using CTR mode. A 128-

bit frame takes 55 clock cycles to be encrypted or added

to the authentication tag. The achieved throughput of our

presented CCM is calculated as follow:

Throughput(Mbps) =
128× Fmax

55× 2
(1)



Table I
HARDWARE COMPARISON

Design architecture Technology Area Frequency Throughput

mm
2 MHz Mbps

This work AES-CCM 90 nm 0.045 350 407.2

parelkar et al.[4] AES-CCM 90 nm 0.057 148 434

Parelkar et al.[4] AES+HMAC 90 nm 0.183 101.2 1293

Figure 3. 32-bit AES

Figure 4. Proposed CCM

IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN ASICS

This section compares our presented architecture

with the previous work. Presented architecture has been

implemented using a 90 nm CMOS standard cell library

and its performances are compared with the prior art in

Table II.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no much work

on how compact CCM is implemented in ASIC. Most

of previous publications used FPGAs for implementation

[11], [12], [13]. As a result, we selected only ASIC

implementations for comparison (compact architectures).

The proposed CCM occupies 0.045 mm2 with 350.8

MHz as a maximum frequency. However Parelkar et

al. [4] presented 128-bit AES for both encryption and

authentication, the performance of our CCM is better

because we used 32-bit AES with ROM for SubByte

stage as there are only four s-boxes are used. Therefore,

operating frequency of our CCM is better than [4]. Also,

[4] presented AES with HMAC but this method consumed

more area compared to our GCM and CCM.

V. COMPACT ARCHITECTURES FOR BITSTREAM

SECURITY

Bitstream encryption was introduced in Virtex-2 FPGAs

to protect the intellectual property of the bitstream. The bit-

stream is encrypted with a user-selectable key. The same key

is pre-loaded in the FPGA. When the FPGA is configured, it

loads encrypted data and decrypts it internally. This behavior

is not enough to prevent attackers from destroying the FPGA

remotely using certain malicious bit-stream combinations.

Therefore, the FPGA should accept only bitstreams from an

authenticated source.

This section describes how our compact architecture can

be used to provide encryption and authentication to the

reconfiguration process. CCM is used in the static part of

the FPGA as shown in fig. 5. The encrypted bitstream is

decrypted using CCM. Also, CCM is used to compute the

MAC and compare it with the bitstream’s MAC. If they

are equal, the FPGA will continue to the startup sequence.

Otherwise, configuration will abort and the cells be cleared.

The adopted solution must meet the current configuration

throughput and not adversely affect total configuration times.

Table II shows the maximum throughput of the largest family

members of recent FPGAs.

Unlike current FPGAs [1], [2] which support only encryp-

tion for bitstream security, our solution adds encryption

with authentication in order to enhance the security of the

configuration process.

Table II
CONFIGURATION THROUGHPUT OF SOME FPGA FAMILY MEMBERS

FPGA device Technology Throughput

Virtex-5[14] LX330T 65-nm 800 Mbits/s

Spartan-3 [15] 5000 90-nm 400 Mbits/s
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Figure 5. Bitstream security using compact AE (CCM)

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes low cost solution for bitstream se-

curity. This is achieved by compact architecture for au-

thenticated encryption (AES-CCM). Presented architecture

was evaluated through ASIC implementation. In order to

minimize the hardware size of CCM mode, one 32-bit

AES is used for both encryption and authentication. Future

work includes Protocols which use the proposed architecture

against attacks.
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